
FFC Model School, Goth Machhi  

Subject: Social Studies 

 Class: One                                                     Final Term Worksheet 

Unit#1:  About  Myself 

Q1. Fill in the blanks. 

1.My name is_________________________.                 

2.I am a_____________ (girl/boy). 

3.I am _____________ years old.                   

4.I have ______________sisters.  

5. I have ______________ brothers.  

6.My family name is____________________. 

7.My father’s name is___________________.  

8.My mother’s name is__________________.  

Q#2. Tick the right answer.  

1.I have two __________.                                          ( eyes, nose). 

2.I have _________ nose.                                           (a, two) 

3.I work with my _________.                                     (hands, feet).  

5.___________ are used for running.                       (arms, legs)  

 6.A tooth brush is used for brushing ____.             (nose, shoes).  

7.A Comb is used to brush _____.                              (hair , sofa) 

8.Soap is used to wash ______.                                (hands , teeth) 

9.We wear warm clothes in ________.              (summer,winter ) 

11. We wear light clothes in _____.                   (summer , winter) 

12. At school we wear ________.          (uniform, shalwarkamez) 
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Q#3:Lable right word on right place: 

 

     

UNIT#2:Clean and healthy 

Q#1:Fill in the blanks with given words: 

Comb                            teeth                              wash 

1. Brush your_______ in the morning and night. 

2. ___________your hands before eating. 

3. __________your hair. 

Q#2: look at the pictures below. Match the correct name to each picture. 

 

                   Towel 
                   
                     soap  

 

                  Comb  
              
               Nail clipper 

 

 

            handkerchief   
 
                 toothpaste  
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Q3. Short Questions.  

Q1.Write down names of two fruits?  

Ans. Mango, Apple.  

Q2.Write down names of two vegetables? 

 Ans. Potato, tomato.  

Q3l.Which fruit do you like the best?  

Ans. I like mango.  

Q#4: Fill in the blanks: 

1. We eat _________to make us strong.           (food,cement) 

2. Healthy food help us to ______.                         (grow,weak) 

3. Fresh fruits and vegetables are __________for  us.   (good, bad) 

Q#5:Put a( )by the food you like to eat. 

 
   

    

   
 

    

Q#6:Complete these sentences: 

1. For breakfast I like to eat:_____________   (jam, egg) 

2. For lunch like to eat:___________           (fruits, vegetables) 

3. For dinner I like to eat:_____________      (fish, chicken) 

Unit#3:Where we live 

Q#1:Write your name and home address on this envelop . 
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    ___________________________________ 
     __________________________________ 
    ___________________________________ 

 

Q#2: Write the correct number in the boxes. 

1 cement 2 bricks 3 wood 4 metal 5 sand 6 tiles 

 

                                            

                                                                

   The proper place: 

Q#1:what are these things. match them with given words 

                                                          

 

Unit#4:Lessons and games 

Q#1:Name four things which you enjoy doing in school: 

1. Reading               2.Writing                  3.drawing                 4. games 

 
cup glass 

 

 

plate jug 

 

stss 
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Q#2. Match with correct object.  

Ruler                 Pencil                Copy                    Eraser               Sharpener  

 

                                           

 

Q#1. Why do you come to school?  

Ans. To learn many things.  

Q#2:Make a list of four classroom things? 

1._________________________    2.____________________ 

3._________________________    4.____________________ 

Q#3:What are these things in the park? 

                                  

S___  ___s____w           s w____ng                             s l______d_____ 

                                                     

r____ _____nd____bout                                c l_____mb_____ng    fr_____m_____ 

Unit#5:Our Lives 

Q1: Fill in the blanks with given words? 

   respect,           time,            Thank you,           sorry,         please. 
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1.Be on ___________.  

2.Show____________ everyone.  

3.I Spilled water. I am_________.  

4.Can you _____________lift this for me?  

5._____________ for birthday gift. 

Q#2:Fill in the blanks with given words?  

carpenter               banker                 pilot                gardener 

1.A person who makes things out of wood___________.  

2.A person who works in a bank ________.  

3.A person who flies aeroplane_____________.  

4.A person who grows flower______________.  

Q3.Fill in the blanks. 

1.Christians pray in a____________.  

2.Hindus pray in a_______________.  

3.Muslims pray in a_____________.  

Q#4:Name these places. 

                                                                                       

_________                  ___________        _________ 

    Church   ,       Tample  ,    Mosque    

Unit#6: Plants and Animals 

Q#1:Name four parts of a tree? 
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 Ans:1. Trunk                        2.Branch                      3. Leaf                  4. Root 

  Q#2:Write two  names of flowers? 

  Ans: 1.Sunflower              2.jasmine 

Q#3:Match the animals, birds and insects with their homes. 

 

 

Unit#7:City and Village Life 

Q#1:Do you live in a city or a village? What it is called? 

Ans:I live in a city .It is called Sadiq Abad. 

Q#2: Where would you like to live? 

Ans:I like to live in a city. 

Q#3:How do you come to school everyday? 

Ans: I come to school by bus. 

Q#4:What is your favourite type of transport? 

Ans: My favourite type of transport is car. 

Q#5:Write the name of three things found in the city and three things found in 

the village. 

Pond   _   traffic signals   _    mud houses  _       cow_       bank _       roads    
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In a city  In a village 

  

  

  

Q#6: How many wheels do these types of transport have? 

1. A bicycle has__________wheels.       

2. A scooter has_________wheels. 

3. A car has__________wheels. 

4. A rikshaw has_________wheels. 

5. A donkey cart has_________wheels. 

UNIT#8:Earth and Sky 

Q#1:Where do rivers start? 

Ans: Rivers start from mountains. 

Q#2: What does sea water taste like? 

Ans: Sea water is salty. 

Q#3: Find out the names of three rivers in Pakistan. 

Ans.1:Indus                       2:chanab                               3:Ravi 

Q#4:Describe what you can see in the sky at night? 

Ans: We can see moon and star  in the sky at night. 

Q#5:Here are other things we can see in the sky .Write the names and colour 

the pictures. 

   A kite             an aeroplane            a bird             a helicopter 
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____________         _______________          _____________           _____________ 
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